Web Security
Problem Solved

Comodo Dome

Secure Web Platform

Only Comodo Dome
delivers complete web
and email protection
against emerging threats
by providing a modular
Cloud Delivered Secure
Web Platform. Simply
choose the modules you
require today, and
seamlessly add new
ones in the future.

Complete Web Security

Comodo Dome is a revolutionary Cloud Delivered Secure Web Platform
delivered as a Security as a Service (SaaS) cloud infrastructure, that
incorporates unknown file containment, Advanced Threat Protection,
Web Security, Sandboxing, Antispam, DLP, Next Generation Fire-wall,
Bandwidth management, and a secure VPN service. Each individual
module can be added in minutes to provide total security and compliance
to corporate policies, regardless of the end user, device or location. All
inbound and outbound traffic is scanned in real time ensuring protection
from even the latest web and email threats.
Comodo’s portable containment technology provides unparalleled
security across all web and email threat vectors to ensure end users can
freely open, execute and use files without the risk of infection. Comodo’s
containment technology is lightweight, application-agnostic and has no
CPU dependencies.
Take your internet security to the next level with our world class 100%
cloud solution that provides unprecedented protection and performance.
Private Cloud
In 140+ Countries
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Comodo Dome

Adding Comodo between your existing infrastructure and the internet couldn’t be easier — simply make
Dome your next hop to the internet. Thereare are no appliances or headaches and in minutes you have
gained a bulletproof layer of security that can fill in the significant security hole left by traditional disparate
and mismatched security solutions.
Security Features
Valkyrie: cloud-based sandbox and file
verdict platform
Automated unknown File Containment
Utilizing Comodo’s patent-pending
portable containment technology
Built in VPN service

Real-time Synchronization with Comodo
Threat Research Labs (CTRL) Intelligence
Static, dynamic and human file analysis
Antispam

Next Generation Firewall

Botnet Protection

Unique knowledge of known good and
known bad software publishers and
applications for auto-whitelisting

Data Loss Prevention

Traffic Forwarding Methods
L2TP / IPSEC VPN tunnels

ICAP

Policy based routing

Comodo CDM agent

GRE tunnels

Proxy chaining

Explicit proxy
PAC files

Advanced Policy Controls
URL filtering by category

File type blocking

15+ million domains

User/Group based policies

Custom categories

Location based configuration

QOS and bandwidth management
File-type blocking

Endpoint Sandbox Controls

Domain blacklisting and whitelisting

System Features
No hardware to install

LDAP/LDAPS, Kerberos, NTLM
integration
HTTP and HTTPS support
Archive decompression

In-depth malware analysis reports

Detailed user and group reports
Bandwidth reports

Forensic-grade auditing of all management
events

Malware incident analysis

Scheduled reporting and alerting

Trends over time

Customizable branding / appearance

Modern web-based management interface Comprehensive in-depth analytics engine
Customizable dashboards

Security Beyond Boundaries

To prevent malware intrusions and data loss it is critical to enforce access policies on internal devices, and
also remote and mobile devices that are used off-network. Comodo Dome in-cludes industry leading
protection across all of your users and devices whether they are on the network, or on a public Wi-Fi hotspot.

About Comodo

The Comodo organization is a global innovator and developer of cybersecurity solutions, founded on the belief that every single digital transaction
deserves and requires a unique layer of trust and security. Building on its deep history in SSL certificates, antivirus and endpoint security leadership,
and true containment technology, individuals and enterprises rely on Comodo’s proven solutions to authenticate, validate and secure their most
critical information. With data protection covering endpoint, network and mobile security, plus identity and access management, Comodo’s
proprietary technologies help solve the malware and cyber-attack challenges of today. Securing online transactions for thousands of businesses, and
with more than 85 million desktop security software installations, Comodo is Creating Trust Online®. With United States headquarters in Clifton, New
Jersey, the Comodo organization has offices in China, India, the Philippines, Romania, Turkey, Ukraine and the United Kingdom. For more
information, visit comodo.com.
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